INTRODUCTION

The ATECC608A is a new member of the Microchip CryptoAuthentication™ family of high-security cryptographic devices, which combine world class hardware-based key storage and hardware cryptographic accelerators to implement various authentication and encryption protocols.

APPLICATIONS

Compared to the ATECC508A, the ATECC608A provides additional features that allow easy integration into resource constrained systems, reduction in operation time, and a decreased number of transactions between the host and the device. The new features include the Secure Boot and the Session key for Transport Layer Security (TLS) (1.1, 1.2, 1.3). They provide a secure IO Protection key for the secure transfer of keys between the host and the device.

The ATECC608A has a flexible command set that allows its use in many applications, including the following:

• Network/Internet of Things (IoT) Node Endpoint Security – it manages node identity authentication and Session key creation and management. It supports the entire ephemeral Session key generation flow for multiple protocols including TLS 1.2 (and earlier) and TLS 1.3.
• Secure Boot – it supports the microcontroller (MCU) host by validating code digests and optionally enabling communication keys on success. For enhanced performance, various configurations are available.
• Small Message Encryption – hardware Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) engine to encrypt and/ or decrypt small messages or data such as Personally Identifiable Information (PII). The device supports the AES-ECB mode directly, other AES modes are supported with help from the host. Additional Galois Field Multiply (GFM) calculation functions support Advanced Encryption Standard/ Galois Counter Mode (AES-GCM).
• Key Generation for Software Download – it supports local protected key generation for downloaded images. Both broadcasts of one image to many systems, each with the same decryption key, and point-to-point download of unique images per system are supported.
• Ecosystem Control and Anti-Counterfeiting – it validates the authenticity of a system or component.

The ATECC608A is designed to be compatible with the ATECC508A devices, with some limited exceptions. If the ATECC608A is properly configured, the software written for the ATECC508A should work with the ATECC608A. For more information, see Section “Migration from the ATECC508A to the ATECC608A”. This application note lists the features, commands and configuration differences between the ATECC608A and the ATECC508A. It provides high-level details about the differences. For detailed information on the commands and configurations, see the ATECC608A Data Sheet.
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FEATURES

The following section describes the various new features available for the ATECC608A, compared to the ATECC508A. It also describes updated features and features that are removed from this device.

New Features

SECURE BOOT

The ATECC608A provides a mechanism to support secure boot operations in a connected MCU/MPU (microprocessor). This can help to identify situations in which fraudulent code has been installed on the host. On power-up, the boot code within the host MCU sends the code digest and/or signature to the ATECC608A. If the signature validates the digest using the public key stored in the ATECC608A or the digest is compared to the stored digest, a message is returned to the MCU host. It also enables a reduction in the execution time of the boot process with its different methods and thus provides the secure boot speed optimization. To avoid the Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) attack, the ATECC608A returns the optional Message Authentication Code (MAC) value to the MCU host, where the MCU host verifies the returned MAC.

KEY DERIVATION FUNCTION

The ATECC608A supports the Key Derivation Function (KDF), which derives the KDF key from the Premaster Secret key. The final derived KDF key is mainly used in TLS transactions. The ATECC608A supports three key derivation functions: Pseudo Random Function (PRF), AES, and HMAC-Based Extract-and-Expand KDF (HKDF). The PRF is used in TLS version 1.2 and HKDF is planned to be used in TLS version 1.3.

AES

The ATECC608A supports a Hardware 128-bit AES engine to encrypt and/or decrypt small messages or data packets. It supports an Electronic Code Block (ECB) mode and GFM calculation for AES-GCM.

SELF-TEST

The ATECC608A provides a mechanism to test the internal cryptographic engines. It supports the self validation testing of the Symmetric HASH Algorithm (SHA), AES, Random Number Generator (RNG), Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH), Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) verify and ECDSA sign functions. Self-Test can be run on device power-up or wake-up or on the Self-Test command from the host.

IO PROTECTION KEY

The ATECC608A provides a method to protect the I/O transmissions between this device and the host MCU for ECDH, KDF, Verify, and Secure Boot commands. The IO Protection key is a randomly generated secret key stored in the slot and is shared between the host MCU and the device.

For example, the Premaster key generated from ECDH or the generated KDF key are encrypted by the IO Protection key. The encrypted key is sent to the host, and the host decrypts this with the IO Protection key. In the secure boot process and the signature verification process, a MAC is generated using the IO Protection key, it is sent to the host and provides additional authentication to the host.

PERSISTENT LATCH

The Persistent Latch is a single bit of volatile memory used to indicate to the device that an associated key has been enabled for use with cryptographic functions. It can retain its state as long as the $V_{CC}$ remains above 2V. It is always set to zero on power-up and may be manipulated using the operations. When the key in slot is linked to the persistent latch, a persistent latch state activates/deactivates the key in the slot. There are four ways to control the persistent latch: Volatile key usage, secure boot, authorization output and intrusion detection. When one of the above methods is run successfully, the persistent latch will be set, thus enabling the key in the designated slot.

VOLATILE KEY USAGE PERMISSION

The Volatile key is used to control the state of the persistent latch. The Volatile key must be the secret that is shared between the MCU and the device. The cryptographic operation is performed between the host and the device with the Volatile key. If successful, the persistent latch can be set, thus enabling the keys in the slot that are attached to the persistent latch.

PROGRAMMABLE I2C ADDRESS

The ATECC608A provides the flexibility to change the I2C address after the configuration zone has been locked. It can only be changed once. This feature helps to update the device address dynamically even when the device is deployed in the field.

COUNTER MATCH

The counter match function provides a mechanism of altering the limit to which the first monotonic counter (Counter 0) can be incremented. The key usage can be connected to the counter to prevent its use when Counter 0 reaches the limit value of the counter match slot. The counter match value in the slot can be changed any number of times and, for each change, Counter 0 gets linked to the new limit.
TRANSPORT/USE LOCK
The general purpose usage of the device is prohibited until the device is cryptographically enabled. The cryptographic operation is performed with the stored key in the slot and the known key is provided by the host. Once the operation is successful, the ATEC-C608A can be used normally.

POWER REDUCTION
The ATECC608A provides an option for reducing power consumption. The power consumption is reduced at the cost of the execution time. It helps when the device is used for low power applications. See Section “Configuration Zone Updates”.

ADDITIONAL BUFFERS FOR IMPROVED OPERATION
The ATECC608A provides new SRAM buffers: Message Digest Buffer, Alternate Key Buffer, and SHA Context Buffer. The Message Digest Buffer and Alternate Key Buffer can be used when TempKey register holds other information. It also reduces the transaction between the device and host, and the device can execute different commands directly from the buffers.

The ATECC608A supports multiple instances for the SHA calculation with SHA context. The SHA buffer helps the host to perform read and write operations on SHA context, which enables the host to execute multiple instances of SHA calculations.

Updated Features
The TempKey buffer size is increased by 32 bytes, thus providing more storage and easy operation for other commands like AES, KDF, etc.

The ATECC608A includes an enhanced high-quality cryptographic random number generator implemented using a combination of non-deterministic noise (entropy) source (NRBG), and seeding a deterministic algorithm (DRBG) implemented according to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) standards. The NRBG is used in the instantiation and each time an RNG number is required.

Unsupported Features
The EEPROM One Time Programmable (OTP) Consumption mode has been eliminated from the ATECC608A. After the device configuration zone is locked, no change to the OTP zone is allowed. Only reading of the OTP zone data is allowed.

Limited key use or LastkeyUse functionality for Key 15 has been eliminated. Slot 15 of the ATECC608A has the same functionalities as other slots and cannot be used for the limited key usage.

The functionality to select the device from multiple devices sharing the same medium, when operating in Single-Wire Interface (SWI) mode using the selector byte, has been removed.
COMMAN D S

The following section provides details regarding various new commands available for the ATECC608A. It also mentions updated commands and commands that have been removed from this device.

New Commands

SECURE BOOT

The Secure Boot command verifies the user application code during booting. This command supports three modes:

• Full mode. The signature and digest are passed to the ATECC608A. The public key in the slot verifies the sent signature and digest. The response may be a Boolean or MAC, depending on the Secure Boot command.

• Full Store mode. In Full Store mode, the digest or signature is stored in the slot. If the digest is stored in the slot, it is sent to the device for verification. If the signature is stored in the slot, the digest is transmitted to the device, which verifies it with the stored signature and public key.

• Full Copy mode. This mode is run when the secure boot code updates the user application. Both the digest and signature are sent to the device, which verifies them with the stored public key. Once the command is executed successfully, either the digest or signature is copied to the slot, which depends on the secure boot settings in the configuration zone.

In a scenario where wire(s) protection is needed, the command has the option to inform the device that encrypted digest is sent to the device. In this case, the digest is encrypted using the IO Protection key and TempKey. The return value from the device is either the encrypted/decrypted data, GFM data or error code.

SELF-TEST

The Self-Test command is used for testing cryptographic engines like AES, SHA, ECDH, ECDSA Verify, Sign, and RNG. This command has different modes that help in testing the individual cryptographic engines separately or they can be combined. The return status from the device gives the individual cryptographic engine test results.

AES

The AES command supports a 128-bit Advanced Encryption Standard - Electronic Code Book (AES-ECB) encryption, AES-ECB decryption and calculates the GFM of the input data. An operation for encryption and decryption is performed for 16 bytes at a time.

This command supports the selection of a 16 byte AES key, which can be taken from any of the below sources:

• TempKey – feature to select one of the 16 bytes as key from TempKey

• Slot – feature to select one of the 16 bytes as key from the slot

The return value from the device is the encrypted/decrypted data, GFM data or error code.

KDF

The KDF command is used to generate the KDF key from the Premaster Secret key and the input data.

The command supports three modes for creating the KDF key:

• AES – this mode selects the source of the 16 bytes key location

• PRF – this mode selects the length of the source key,Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data (AEAD). It also selects the length of the target key to be generated.

• HKDF – this mode provides the flexibility to select the source location input data and the zero key. There is an IV Special Function in HKDF that compares the strings of the input data with the predefined string in the configuration zone and generates the KDF key once it matches.

The command selects the source location of the source key and can select the target KDF key location. This additional feature provides more security without the KDF key being returned to the device. The source and target key location can be the EEPROM slot, TempKey or Alternate Key Buffer. The command also provides the option to send the KDF key in plain or encrypted to the host. The host decrypts the encrypted KDF key using the IO Protection key and nonce.

Depending on the mode, the return value from the command is either the plain/encrypted KDF key or return status code. If the encrypted KDF key is returned, then a random nonce is also returned for decrypting the KDF key in the host.
Updated Commands

ECDH
The ECDH command can additionally select the source private key location and target Premaster Secret key location. The two possible sources for the private key location are the TempKey and EEPROM key slot. The target Premaster key location can have any of the following locations: output buffer, EEPROM or TempKey.

When the Encrypted mode is selected by the ECDH command, the output premaster secret is encrypted using the IO Protection key.

GENKEY
The GENKEY command now supports a new private key generation to TempKey and the resulting private key is used only by the ECDH command. When the private key is stored in TempKey, it frees the slot for other uses. The generated private key is used for the Premaster Secret key generation.

INFO
The INFO command is updated to set and reset the state of the persistent latch. This command helps to read the current state of the persistent latch.

NONCE
The Nonce command allows for the input data to be stored in any of the following buffers: TempKey buffer, Message Digest Buffer or the Alternate Key Buffer. The Nonce command also allows up to 64 bytes to be passed into the TempKey or Message Digest Buffer, when in PassThrough mode.

SHA
The SHA command supports write and read context switching. This allows for multiple SHA digests to be calculated concurrently. The SHA mode is updated to support variable length data compared to earlier fixed 64-byte data. The output of the command is directed to any of the following locations: output buffer and TempKey, or output buffer and Message Digest Buffer or output buffer only.

SIGN
In addition to signing the message in TempKey, the Sign command provides the message in Message Digest Buffer for signing the data, freeing the TempKey for other operations.

VERIFY
In addition to verifying the message in TempKey, the Verify command provides the message in Message Digest Buffer for verifying the data, freeing the TempKey for other operations. It has an additional mode to send the MAC from device to host, where the MAC is calculated from the IO Protection key.

Unsupported Commands

PAUSE
For the ATECC508A, the Pause command is useful when using multiple devices on the SWI Interface. This allows the ATECC508A to select only the device that matches the selector byte to do the further communication and all other devices in the same shared medium enter the Idle mode. The Selector Byte functionality has been removed from the ATECC608A.

HMAC
While the HMAC command no longer exists for the ATECC608A, the HMAC calculation can still be performed. The ATECC608A provides the feature for calculating the HMAC value using the SHA command. In both ATECC608A and ATECC508A, the resulting HMAC value from using the SHA command always matches. However, the ATECC608A HMAC value calculated using the SHA command does not match the HMAC value from using the HMAC command in the ATECC508A.
## CONFIGURATION ZONE UPDATES

Table 1 lists the new fields added in the ATECC608A configuration zone. It also mentions the differences between the two devices.

### TABLE 1: CONFIGURATION ZONE UPDATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Byte</th>
<th>ATECC608A</th>
<th>ATECC508A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>AES_Enable – this byte enables/disables the AES functionalities for both AES and KDF commands.</td>
<td>Reserved for future use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>CountMatch – this byte enables/disables the CountMatch function and selects the slot to be used as the Counter Match key.</td>
<td>OTP mode – used to set Read Only or Consumption mode to the OTP zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>ChipMode – bits 3-7 in the ChipMode byte are used to define the Power/Timing mode of the device. Three possible modes are allowed. The lower power is achieved by changing the internal clock divider at the expense of slower execution times. Bit 0 is used to indicate if the $I^2C$ address can be changed after the configuration zone has been locked. The new byte helps to reduce the power consumption of the device by its three modes. It also selects the source $I^2C$ address, either from the $I^2C$ Address or the UserExtraAdd byte.</td>
<td>Chip mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>UseLock – this new byte controls the transport lock functionality. It enables/disables the transport lock function and the slot to be used as the transport key.</td>
<td>LastKeyUse (16 bytes) – this field controls the KeyID 15 limited-use functionality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>VolatileKey Permission – this new byte enables/disables the Volatile key functionality and selects the Volatile key slot for Volatile key functionalities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-71</td>
<td>SecureBoot – this new byte configures the secure boot functionalities: • selection of one of the Secure Boot modes • whether to set the persistent latch on successfully Secure Boot command execution • the slot to be used for digest/signature • the slot to be used for public key • the random number generator to be used for Secure Boot command</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>kdflvLoc – index within the KDF(HKDF) input string, where the two bytes stored below (KdfIvStr) should be found</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>KdfIvStr – two-byte KDF IV string that must be found in the KDF message for the KDF(HKDF) Special IV mode</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>UserExtraAdd – if non-zero, it is the $I^2C$ address to which this device will respond on the bus</td>
<td>Selector byte – it selects which device will remain in Active mode after the execution of the Pause command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>ChipOptions The new byte provides the following features: • whether to run the Self-Test automatically on power-on or wake-up • enables/disables the IO Protection key • enables/disables the KDF AES function • sets the ECDH and KDF protection functionality • the slot to be used for the IO Protection key</td>
<td>Reserved for future use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96-127</td>
<td>KeyConfig – in KeyType, two new types (AES, SHA) and the function to enable the key based on the state of the persistent latch are added.</td>
<td>KeyConfig</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MIGRATION FROM THE ATECC508A TO THE ATECC608A

The ATECC608A supports additional features compared to the ATECC508A. The migration from ATECC508A to ATECC608A is very simple and provides the same functionality in ATECC608A with few exceptions discussed in the previous sections. To allow the ATECC608A to operate similarly to the ATECC508A, the configuration zone changes shown in Table 2 must be made. Note that this configuration does not take advantage of the new features or commands associated with the ATECC608A. Also, some functionalities of the ATECC508A are not supported by the ATECC608A (OTP Consumption mode, LastKeyUse of Slot15 and Pause command).

### TABLE 2: ATECC508A TO ATECC608A MIGRATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Byte</th>
<th>ATECC608A</th>
<th>ATECC508A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>CountMatch – 0x00</td>
<td>OTP mode 0xAA – Read Only mode 0x55 – Consumption mode All other values are reserved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>ChipMode – bits 3-7 of the byte should be zero</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>UseLock – 0x00</td>
<td>LastKeyUse – generally initialized to 0xFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>VolatileKey Permission – 0x00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-71</td>
<td>SecureBoot – 0x0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>kdfIvLoc – 0x00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>KdfIvStr – 0x00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>UserExtraAdd – 0x00</td>
<td>Selector byte – any value depending on the device configured for Pause command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>ChipOptions – 0x00</td>
<td>Reserved for future use 0x00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note the following details of the code protection feature on Microchip devices:

- Microchip products meet the specification contained in their particular Microchip Data Sheet.
- Microchip believes that its family of products is one of the most secure families of its kind on the market today, when used in the intended manner and under normal conditions.
- There are dishonest and possibly illegal methods used to breach the code protection feature. All of these methods, to our knowledge, require using the Microchip products in a manner outside the operating specifications contained in Microchip’s Data Sheets. Most likely, the person doing so is engaged in theft of intellectual property.
- Microchip is willing to work with the customer who is concerned about the integrity of their code.
- Neither Microchip nor any other semiconductor manufacturer can guarantee the security of their code. Code protection does not mean that we are guaranteeing the product as “unbreakable.”

Code protection is constantly evolving. We at Microchip are committed to continuously improving the code protection features of our products. Attempts to break Microchip’s code protection feature may be a violation of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act. If such acts allow unauthorized access to your software or other copyrighted work, you may have a right to sue for relief under that Act.

Information contained in this publication regarding device applications and the like is provided only for your convenience and may be superseded by updates. It is your responsibility to ensure that your application meets with your specifications.
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